Make A New Cell Palette In Clicker 5
Did you know you can make new cell palettes in Clicker 5®?
When you are building a grid set with customized buttons
that you use often, it saves time if you only have to make
them once. The way to have them available every time you
need them is to store them on a new cell palette.
A good example of a project that used this strategy is The
Haunted Castle. I wanted the exploration of the castle to
feel as real as possible, so I used some 3-D arrows to
indicate where to go next. The cells with the arrow pictures
were linked to the next grid, and they played a walking
sound.
I placed them on top of the scene picture in appropriate
places, such as pointing at a door or along a path. They were
used on many grids of a very large grid set. To speed things
up, I made a new cell palette with the arrows all ready to
use.
Here’s what I did! Follow the steps in this tutorial and you
can make your own cell palette with custom art.
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Creating Art For The Cells
The first step in making a set of customized cells that will act
like buttons is to create the little pictures to go in them. You
want fairly small pictures, to avoid adding to the file size. I
made my arrows 400 x 439 pixels, and they display well as
large buttons on the grids. The pictures scale in the cells, so
size is not critical, but smaller sizes help keep the file size
down. Most clip art files will work. Make sure you have a bit
of art for each custom cell you plan to make, and place them
all into a single folder where you can easily find them to load.
Duplicating The Standard Cell Palette
Next, I needed to make a new cell palette to put my 3D
Arrows in. You can't make the cells from scratch. Instead,
you must duplicate the standard cell
palette, rename it, and make changes in
the duplicate. To do this, you should be
looking at files on your hard drive, and
Clicker 5 should not be running. Go to
Clicker 5 Shared files. Look for a folder
named _Resources. In it, open the Cell
Palettes folder. Select Standard.clkt
and right-click to duplicate it. Rename
the copy. I named mine 3DArrows.clkt.
Caution: It's important that you choose
a unique name, because you don't want
to accidentally change the standard cell
palette!
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Making Custom Cells
I double-clicked to open my new cell palette. It looked like a
standard grid set, made with small grids, and each grid
covered with small cells. I didn't need all those grids full of
various cell types, since I planned to put all my 3D Arrow art
into transparent cells with no border. So I started by deleting
all the grids in the duplicated cell palette except the first
one, which was named Simple. Then on Simple, I deleted all
the cells except the first rectangular one.
I opened the Properties of that remaining cell, and set it to
send NO text. Under General, I set the cursor to the
pointing hand. Under Appearance, I set it for a transparent
background and no border, and made sure there was no text
in the text area. That cell would be the template for each of
my 3D Arrow buttons. I closed Properties, and selected and
copied the cell. I pasted until I had a copy for each of my 3D
Arrows. You would follow the same steps, pasting as many
copies as needed for your custom set.
Arranging Cells And Setting Properties
I arranged the copies
in rows. You can resize
as needed to fit them
all onto the grid,
depending on how many
cells you have in your
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custom set. I opened the Properties of each cell in turn, and
loaded in the picture for that cell. Under Sound and Video, I
clicked Speak or play this... in the lower window (Ctrl +
Click) and typed the name of that cell/button. I also selected
and copied the name, and pasted it into the Tip box under
General.
That's all I could set up ahead of time, since the grids to
which these arrows would eventually link would vary with each
project. I closed Properties once these items were set for a
cell and moved on to the next cell. Here's an idea: If there is
room, you could use one cell to give brief directions on how
this set of cells could be used.
Where To Save The New Cell Palette
When I had set up all my custom cells, I saved the grid into
the Cell Palettes
folder. If you try this,
make sure you save as
a template! Saving into
the Cell Palettes
folder ensures that
your custom cell
palette will be available
from the Cell Palette
button in the Editing
Tools.
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Using The New Cell Palette
To use my new cell palette, I opened the grid set I was
building, The Haunted Castle. You could open a grid set you
were working on or create an entirely new grid set to use a
custom cell palette you have created. Get into Editing mode,
then click the Cell Palette button on the Editing Tools bar.
When it opens, click and hold the Palette button at the top to
open the drop-down menu.
You should see your new cell
palette listed along with Standard and Arrows. In my case, I
saw 3D Arrows listed.
I chose 3DArrows, and
was able to drag cells
from it into my grid
set, just as I would
from the Standard
palette.
Properties of each cell
included the settings I
had chosen when
making the cell palette,
but at this point it was
possible to add more
properties to customize
the button for the
project. For example,
you might want to add a
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sound to play when the cell is clicked. Since my 3D Arrows
were for directions, I added a walking sound. You also need to
change the destination grid to move to if you need to link to a
specific grid instead of the next grid.
Bonus: 3D Arrows Cell Palette
I've given you a copy of my 3D Arrows cell palette to
download. You will find it on the main page for this tip in
Annie’s Resource Attic. Go to the web site and search for cell
palette, then download the zip file from a link at the foot of
the page.
Decompress the file, open the folder, and then move the 3D
Arrows.clkt file into the Cell Palette folder inside your
_Resources folder in Clicker Shared files. It will appear in
the drop-down menu of your Cell Palettes the next time you
run Clicker 5!
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